Quick-Change Tool Mounting System for Tube Bending Machines

Quick Clamping System

The quick-change tool mounting system for WAFIOS tube bending machines combines a considerable reduction of tooling times with high operating convenience. The "one-click system" saves a lot of time, especially when frequent retooling processes are required, while the tool structure itself remains highly robust. Time savings of about 60% are possible (e.g. when converting a three-level tool to a one-level tool structure, including bending die, at a RBV 60 R).

Machine Types:
- RBV 42 R
- RBV 60 R
- B10 (available as add-on kit)

Our Accomplishments for your Benefit
- Considerable time savings when changing tools
- Reduction of costs thanks to modularity and self-contained parts packages
- High handling convenience
- Increased process safety by reducing error sources when converting tools
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